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of this newsleEEer revolve around Ehe spring neeEing on t.he
campus of Grinnell College. The college is centrally located in our state.
The program has an int.eresE.ing variety, from studenE. talks Eo nationally
The contents

recognized speakers; frorn research topics

to pedagogical ideas; from esoteric

mathemaEics Eo computer demonstration; who would want more?

The nominat.ing cornmittee reporE:
Nominees for chair-e1ecE
Van Niewall of Coe.
SEaE.emenEs

are Professor

Anne Dow

of MIU and Professor Calvin

John S. Cross, Keit.h Stroyan.
from Ehe two candidaLes appear on page 4.
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GENMAT SCHEDT'LE OF EVNfIS

(A11 events except the Mixer take place

in the ttall of Science )

FRIDAY, AFRIL 15

L2230 PM_

Registration

Lobby Ortside Science 2001

l-:00

4:00

PM

Student Papers

Science 2001

4:L5

5:15

PM

Lecture:

Ronald Thisted

Science 200L

5: 30

7:30

PM

Dinner on

Own

7:30

8:20

Pl,l

Lecture: Herbert Wilf
(University of PennsYlvania

(University of Chicago)
"Settling Qnrestions of Shakespearean
Authorship: Could Shakespeare have
written a newly-discovered poem?"
(Supported by a grant fron the alfred P" Sloan For:ndation)
Science 200L
)

"Gray Codes and Hamiltonian Graphs"

8:30

-

L0:00

PM

Grinnell
Infonnal Mixer
(Sponsored by the statistics departments
at Iowa and lowa State with support from
Harper & Row, Rrblishers, Inc. )

House

SAEURDAS, APRIL 16

Lob\r outside Science 2001

8:00

Al'1

-

Registration

8:40

-

9:30 AI{

Denonstrations of Coqruter
Classroom and Laboratory usage:
In I'ilathematics: Ernily Moore
(Grinnell college)

In CornErter Science:

HenrY Walker

(Grinnell College)

9:50

-

10:40

AI'1

Lecture: Herbert Wilf
"A General Setting for
Representation

Ll-:30

AI'i

Business Meeting
and Student Awards

L:00 -

L:00

PM

Lunch on

L1:30

4:00

Science

3325

Science 200L
Unigue

of Integers"

-

l-l-:00

Science 3341

Science

200L

O^rn

Concurrent Paper Sessions

Science 3325, 334L, 3352

Schedule

of Palnrs

STI'DEIiE PAPR.S

15
1:00 PM

FRIDAI, APRIL

Science 2001
Veronique

Ziegler, r'ruf,"tithi International University:

"Characteristics of a Tangent Line"

Grinnell: "Buffon's Needles in

Lz25
1:50

Richard Patz,

2:L5

paul M. Shimura, I'IIU: "Simplices, Euler lfirlnber, dnd Pascal's

2240
2:55
3:L0

John Sguires,

3225
3:40

Chris Smith, Drake: "On Synunetry of Zero-Synunetric Graphs"
pat Horan and rloyd Bates, Drake: "On Construction of Graphs"

Mary Wetjen,

I'lathenatics"

Clarke: "Relationships

3-Space"

Between Music and

Triang1e"

Drake:

"On Crossing lrtunber

for

Se1ect Graphs"

paula Calkins, Drake: "Search for Unusual Vertices in Graphs"
John Kosrnicke and John Seal,
Ulam's SubgraPhs"

Drake: "Spectral Properties of

cl[rItRRENT SESSTONS, Ctb]lRrBUrE)

PAPERS

sAT[rRDAy, APRrL 16

Sessiqr a
L:00

Science 3341

PM

Milan RandiC, Drake: "Graph Supplements"

1:30

Bernadette Baker, Drake: "Isospectral Multigraphs"

2:00

DenniS Roseman,

Iowa: "searching for

Spheres

in Four Dimensional

Spacet'

3:00

MIU: "Adjoint Functors in Algebraic TopoloE1"
Tan Cao Tran, Loras: "Classes of Weighted Slnunetric Functions"

3:30

I"lil$rell Rainforth, MIU: "A Unified Field Chart for Abstract

2230

Catherine Gorini,

Algebra"

Session

B
L:00

Science

pM

3352

Reginald Laursen,

Luther:

"Pedagogical Biases

in

Lhe Calculus

Classroomt'

Session

Millar, UNI:

"Leonardo Pisano (Fibonacci) and The Book of

1:30

Michael

2:00
2:30

Tuong Ton-That,

3:00

Jon H. Lemke, Iowa: "Last Year's Applied Statistics Lectures
Aren't, Good Enough for this Year"

C

Science

l:30 pl'l

Stephen Haslett, lSU: "Degrees
ContingencY Tables"

2:00

Tim Wright, Iowa: "Superadditive Functions and a Statistical
Application"

2230

Anita E. Solow, Grinnell: "Counting Words and the Cligue
Polynomial of a GraPh"

3:00

Theron Oxley,

3:30

Luz M. DeAIba, Drake3

Squaresl I'lore Than a Single

Iowa:

Seguence"

"Geometry and

Invariant Theory"

Noel Cressie, ISU: "Estimating Census Undercount
Subnational Levels"

at National

3325

Drake:

"On

the

of

Freedom

Synunetry

in Sparse Complete

of Highly

Syrnrnetrical

Graphs"

I'rshuffled' Toeplitz lvlatrices"

Business MeeEing
I. Sha1l Ehe lowa Sect,ion participate in the MAA new Membership Incentive
Program? SecEions can earn money by recruiEing new members. A section
would name an official MIP Liason Person and appoinE others to also
validaLe sect.ion nomination forms.

2.
3"

Governor
OE,hers.

's report (brief

).

and

Nominaflng Comittee Report

M. Anne Dow was born in England and brought up near Detroit. she
complEGTTFE-A, at the University of British Columbia, Canada, and her MA ar
Ehe University of Western Ontario, Canada. In 1973 she received her ph.D.
frorn the University of Queensland in Brisbane, Australia, for work on naximum
principles for partial differential equations under R. Vyborny. From 1973 she
worked as a professor ln the Mathernatics Department and the Division of
External Studies of the University of Queensland. In the latter she served as
Coordinator of Ehe mathematics section and wroEe complete course rnaterials for
correspondence study for nearly all subjects in the universityrs undergraduage
mathematics curriculum including mathematical statistics.

In 1984 she joined the Mathematics Department of Maharishi International
University in Fairfield, ihus bringing togeEher her lifelong interesr in
maLhematies and a long time interest in Transcendental Meditation. She has
found MIU to be dedicated to the highesE sEandards of academic excellenee, and.
also to be a most stirnulating and rewarding place to do mathematics.
while in Australia she was an active member of the Australian
Mathematical Society and of the Statistical Society of Australia. Her prirnary
research interests lie in partial differential equations, although she also
spent several years studying stochastic processes. Menbers may reca1l that
she gave a Paper at Ehe 1985 Iowa MAA/ASA/SIM rneeting on estirnating error in
malaria diagnosis based on dat.a from a l.IHo study. she is currently
collaborating with members of the Physics Department of MIU on a problem in
soliton theory and taking part in seminars at the University of lowa. Last.
Novernber she organized a one-day conference at MIU on geometric measure theory
and physics, with speakers from Mru and the universiEy of rowa.
a

of the MM for eight years. She would very much
in lowa, and also to give the Iowa mathematical
community an opportunity to get to know MIU.
She has been

like to serve the

member

MAA

Calvin (Cal) Van Niewq4l is an Assistant Professor of Mathematics and
Computer Scienc.-aE-ToE-colEge. A graduate of Cornell Co1lege, Cal joined
the Coe faculty in 1981 aft.er graduate studies at Ehe University of Kentuckv
where he earned a masters degree in mathernatics and did acldiuionaf wort< in'
infinite dirnensional topology. More recently the "glamour" of computer

science and the necessity to become better prepared to teach courses in that
field have led Ca1 to to spend two sunmers as an IFRICS participant at Kent
State. Currently on sabbatical leave from Coe, he is enrolled in the maslers
degree program in computer science at Lhe University of Iowa.

Settling Questions of Shakespearean Authorshj-p:
Coul-d Shakespeare Have Written A New1y-Discovered
Ronald Thisted

University of

Poem?

Chicago

November of 1985' a nine-stanza poem attributed to
Shakespeare was rediscovered in the BodLeian Library at Oxford.
Apparently for the first time in some centuries the attribution
was taken seriously by scholars, seriously enough to engender a
long and energetic debate as to whether the poem whose first line
reads, "ShaII I Die?" should be added to the canon of Shakepearean
work. fn this talk I shall propose some statistical tests based
on the use of Shakespearean vocabulary that Bradley Efron and I
have developed to measure the consistency of a disputed passaqe
with the whole body of acknowledged Shakespearean work. Then we

In

shalI look at "Shall I Die?" in the light of those tests. The
talk will also examine the power of our methods to detect
non-Shakespearean authors, the extent to which certain assumptions
on which the theory is based hol-d j-n practice, and some aspects
of robustness of the methods employed.

Herbert S. Wilf
University of Pennsylvania and Stanford University
Editor, American Mathematical Monthly

GRAY CODES AND HAMILTONIAN GRAPHS

of objects, arranged so that each one
d.iffers only "slightly" from its predecessor. I'11 show a
zoo of several such animals, and then discuss some of the
general principles and open problems.

A Gray code is a list

A

GENERAL SETTING FOR UNIQUE REPRESENTAT]ON OF INTEGERS

alL know that every positive integer is unj-quely a sum of Fibonacci
numbers, suitably restricted, and of binomial coefficients, suitably
restricted. Wha! is the general principle here, and what other
results can be obtained from it?

We

Characteristics of a Tangent, Line
Veronique Ziegler
Maharishi International University

Fairfield, Iowa 52556
According to Greek geometry a tangent is a line that intersects a curve at just
one point with the characteristic that no other straight line can be interposed
in
the space between the curve and the tangent. Calcul.r"
the
notion
of
tangent lines through limits. Combining Greek concepLs"ppto"ches
with calculus lead.s us to a
deeper understanding of what a tangent line is.
Buffon's teedles in 3-space
Richard Patz

Grinnell College
Buffon's famous needle problem is presented and extended into three-dimensional
space. Ihe solutions, which involve calculus and probability, have interesting
inplications for the statistical estimation of pi.
Relationships Between lfusic and l{athemrtics
Mary Werjen
Clarke College

Music and rnathematics are two fields which people have nurtured to become
highly developed activities of discovery. A nachenitical invesEigation
of several
rnusical elements will emphasize the close relationships binding these rwo activities
together. The presentation will include components on the rnathematical regularicy
of vibrations, the relation of tones to one anoEher in harrnony and melody,
rhythm,
and musical form.
On Crossing Number

for Select Graphs

John Squires
Drake University
The crossing number is defined as the smallest number of line (edge)
crossings
that occur when a graph is depicted in a plane. For a general
graph it is unusually
hard to deternine the crossing number. The results are known oiry- for very special
graphs which include conplete graphs K(n) and complete bipartite graphs K(m,n).
will consider a class of graphs we call pseudo bipartite i<r(rn,n;n) which consists of
a complete bipartite graph K(mrn) whose vert.ices of one class-form a complete
subgraph (clique K(n)). rn particular we are interested Eo see how known results
for K(n) and K(nrn) relate to crossing numbers of KK(m,nin).
r,^Ie

Sinplices, Euler ltrmber, and pascal's Triangle
Paul M. Shimura
Maharashi International Universi ty

Fairfield, lowa 52556
The nurnbers in the (n + I)th row of Pascalts triangle give us the numbers of
vertices (O-faces), edges (1-faces), faces (2-faces), ..., i-r"ces of an
n-sinplex: tr{e give arithmetic and connbinatorial proofs that. the alternating sum of
each row (except for the first row) of Pascal's triangle equals 0 and thus the
Eurer
number of an n-simplex equals l.

Symetry of Zero-Symetric Graphs
Chris Smith
Drake University
Zero-symmetric graphs have an equivalent set of vertices but the edges incident
on each vertex are not equivalent. A number of such graphs having 120 and less
vertices have been cornpiled in Ehe literature. The authors: Coxeter, Frucht and
Powers conclude that 'rln spite of our intentions, \,se very likely have overlooked
some O-symmetric graphs or erroneously included some thaE are not 0-symmetric
because of hidden synnetry." While it is difficult to find omissions, we undertook
to det.ermine symmetry for those reported as zero-symmetric in an effort Eo verify
the list. Outline of the approach and preliminary results will be reported.
On

On Construction

of

Graphs

Pat Horan and Flovd Bates
Drake Universicy
We confined our attention Eo transitive graphs (i.e., graphs in which all
vertices are equivalent). Such graphs can be obt.ained using the "graph generator"
approach in which one selects k n x n symmetric permutation matrices and considers
their pairwise product as vertices. When no new element of t.he group emerges t.he
derived graph (as will be outlined) can be depicted. A nurnber of graphs and their
supplements using 4 x 4 matrices using four or more generators will be presented.
Search

for

Unusual Vertices
Paula Calkins
Drake UniversiEy

in

Graphs

Unusual vertices are defined as

vertices in different graphs which show the
for self-returning walks of any length. Such vertices with coincidental
eounts of self-returning walks are rare. Once graphs \4rith Lhis property are found
the task is to search for the simplest graphs in which unusual vertices still
occur. The reduction can be undertaken so that the number of vertices is constanE
and number of edges is reduced, or alternaEively, one may try to reduce not only the
number of vertices but also the nurober of edges. We will illustrate both situations
on several graphs not previously anaryzed in the literature.
same count

Spectral Properties of lllam's

Subgraphs

John Kosraicke & John Seal
Drake University
Ulam subgraphs are defined as subgraphs obtained by deleting a single vertex at
a tine from a given graph. Clarke reported a somewhat unexpected result: The
characEeristic polynomials of all Ulam subgraphs add up to the derivaEive of the
characteristic polynomial of the initial graph. We will examine numerous
isospectral trees to see if rhe spectral properties of Ulam subgraphs allow sone
discriminat,ion between isospectral trees deriv-l form a single parent and those
(sporadic cases) which have no parent predecessor. Also we will consider the
analogous properties associated with distance natrices of these graphs.

Counting Words and the Clique polynomial

of a Graph

Anita E. Solow
Grinnell College
'de start by considering some famous elemenEary counting problerns
about the
number of different words of length n that can be formed rrom'an alphabet
of m
letters' We then impose some commutativity relations among the letters, making
counting problern much more difficult.
For exanple, eonsidlr the problem of
deternining Ehe nunber of words of length n that can be forrned fron the leEters
arbrc, and d if ab=ba, bc=cb, cd=d.c, and bd=d.b.

Ehe

In order to solve this harder problern, graphs will be used. A polynornial,
called the clique polynomial, is defined on the graph. The solution to the word
problen using the clique polynomial will be given and examples cornputed for several
types of commutativity relations.
The remainder of the talk r.rill focus on the clique polyonornial itself:
behavior under graphical operations, its coefficients, and its roots.
On Ttre Symerry

of Highly Symerrical

its

Graphs

Theron Oxley
Drake University
We use canonical labeling of vertices such that the associaEed adjacency
magrix
represents the smallest possible (binary) number code if its rows are read from
Lo right and from top to bottom. By counting the number of alternative labelingsIefE
producing the same matrix we determine the order (size) of the autonorphism
(synmetry). we have linited our considerations to highly synmetrical graphs,
particularJ-y graphs depicting sirnple polyhedra in n-dirnensions.
r,^Ie start the
discussion with n-cubes which apparently yield an order of n!! (even facEorials).
rShuffledr Toeplitz Uatrices

Luz M. DeAlba
Drake University

A class of Toeplitz-like matrices is presented along $rith a discussion of how
natrices arise from functions in Il*. using the pioperties of functions in
,t$"st
H , some algebraic propert.ies of such natrices are shown.

Isospectral lfulttgraphs
Bernadette Baker
Drake University
Graphs having the same set of eigenvalues (spectrum) are called isospectral (or
cospectral) graphs. They have been studied extensively. Very liEtle is known about
graphs having multiple edges (multigraphs) and coincidental spectra. we reported
a
number of trees with this property. We have continued to sealch for isospettral
nultigraphs (not necessarily trees) and will report on a number of new cases.

Iconardo Plsano (Fibooacci) and Ttre Book of Squares: More Ttran a Single Sequence
Michael Millar
UniversiEy of Northern Iowa
A discussion of some of the diophantine equations considered by one who has
been called "the great.est western mathematician of the Middle Ages.i'
Estirnating Gensus llndereount at ltational and Subnagional Levels
Noel Cressie
Department

of Statistics

Iowa State University
Ames , IA 5001 I
Before estimation of census undercounL can be carried out, several questions
need to be answered. Which estimat,ors will be compared, at whaE leve1 should these
estimators be applied, and how should aggregation and disaggregation proceed?

In order to ansvter these questions sensibly, a model of undercount errors is
is "level-free" in the sense that it is preserved for areas at the
national' state' county, et.c. level. Such a model will be proposed in this paper;
it groups like subareas into strata, assuming that the grouped subareas'adjuslment
factors have a common stratum mean and have variances inversely proportional to
their census counts. By taking into account sampling of the ares (".g., by dualsystem estirnation), empirical Bayes estimators that compromise between Ehe stratum
average and the sanple value' can be eonstructed. ImplicaEions of empirical Baves
estination at various levels will be Lhe focus of this paper.
needed which

Last Year's Applied Statistics lectures Aren't Good Enough for this year
Jon H. Lemke
University of Iowa
Every week our lives are influenced by the news nedia by reports of trends in
government statistics' business projections, and results of nedical research. A
statistics instructor's ability to react Lo current media issues can enhance
studentst enthusiasm for statistics, as well as improve the overall quality of Eheir
education. This will be demonstrated by discussion of the current controversial
issue of AIDS testing, and the evidence supporting regular use of aspirin to prevent
heart attacks.
Degrees

of

Freedom

in

Sparse Complete Contingency Tables
Stephen Haslett

Iowa State University and
Victoria University of Wellington
New Zealand

For multiway tables containing cells with zero counts due to sampling, the
calculation of degrees of freedom for fitted hierarchical loglinear models requires
checking of marginal totals for sampling zeros. Although the required calculation
has been established in principle for sorne time, the routines available in GENSTAT,
GLIM' SPSSX and SAS Version S ifr give the wrong degrees of freedom for rnodels

fitted to such tables. Some resul-ts which facilitate eomputer implementation,
an appropriate computer program will be mentioned.

and

l0

Searching

for
o"

o

Spheres

in Four

Dimensi.onal Space

r.or""1T "" r*"ol"rtXL .,.

""
of lowa, Iowa City
we address Ehe question of how to explore four dinoensional
space. we use
projection to reduce our considerations to a three
dimensional problen. Topology
further reduces the problem to a graph problem. we then t.r".
calculations
to handle the graph probleru.
"orpoter

"
University

The mathernatical study of knotted circles has been fundamental
in the study of
three dimensional space; they capture in a very real sense, the three-dirnensionality
of space' sinilarly, a good tool to study four-di.mensionai spaces are the knotted
surfaces. The simplest surface is a sphere.

I{istorically, knotted circles h/ere first studied by constructing
of the
sirnplest knots. we describe a nethod for obtaining a sirnilar table fortables
knotted
spheres and show some examples of entries in this table.
Adjotnt Functors in Algebraic Topology
Catherine Gorini
Maharishi International University
Fairfield, Iowa 52556
Two rnathematical structures are usually regarded as identical
isomorphism between them. rn category theory, ior"rr"r, the notion if there is an
of an isomorphism
between categories is not as fruitful as the concept of adjoint
functors,
which
locate similarity only between t.he hom sets of t\4ro categories. The usefulness
adjoint functors will be illustrated in this paper by examples from argebrai.c of
topology.
A Unified Field Charr for Abstract Algebra
Maxwell Rainforth
Maharishi International University

Fairfield, Iowa 52556
A unified field charE is a diagram which indicaEes the nain
conceptual
relaEionships in a discipline or fi;1d of study and shows
how a1l knowledge in the
field sequentially unfolds frorn the most fundamental level of knowredge,
the unified
field of all the laws of nature. This talk will present
a
unified
field
chart
for
abstract algebra and will demonstrate its usefulness in illustraEing the
interconnectedness between diverse concepts in abstract algebra. The
talk will arso
illustrate Lhe usefulness of unified field charts in general,
as
ceaching and
learning tools
Pedagogical Biases in the Calculus Classroom
Reginald Laursen
Luther College
Personal biases will be presented on how besr Eo promote
understanding of
function operations and the concept of the llmit of a functionthe
at
theoretical
level in a beginning calculus course. The talk will conclude rlrifhthe
a
1oca1
examole
to illustrate problem solving using the Calculus.

GEOI{ETRY AND INVARIANT

1I

THEORY

T. TON-THAT
U. OF IOWA

It

is rve!!-knovrn that" the thecry of invariants plays a fundarneniai roie in
Geornetry and vice-versa (See, for example, "Geometrische Methoden in der
Ilvarianientheorie'r bv H. krait). We dropose to investigate a generalization of the
following classical reiult (Cf. H. Weyl's-"ilassical Groupsr'): Let- G.: 9.L(l'0denote ihe seneral linear srouD of oider n over an algebraically closed field ,[. Let
Mn = gl(n,b denote its"Lie'algebra which can be taken to be the set of all
matrices of order n over the field ,[. Then G acts on Mo via the adjoint
representation

(geG,X€Mo). Let S = S(Mo) denote the symmetric
algebra of all ,f-valued polynomial functions on Mn. Then the action of
G otr Mo induces an action of G on S:
(g,f)
-' g.f,(geG,feS), where g'f is delined by

(e,X)

-, g.X - gxgll

(g'fXx) = f(g'X) = tlgxg

1)

for all xeMo"

feS is said to be . G-invariqn.t
DEFINITION: A polynomial
for all -il-Iet
XeMo ' and consider its characteristic polynomial

-

tX)

: I-

Xx(t)

-

det(l

Then

it

can be shorvn

that

e.,(X)t
ps(X)

+

v2(x)t2

= ir<.f.<i,

-

if g'f = f

r3(X)t3 +"'+(-1)nro(X)tn.

dut

f*'rtr""*'r' ,l ,1Ss!n.

l*',',"'*',' ,J
G, then if f
denote the q@ILet O(X) : {e.X : seG}
'
is G-irwiriant'-tf,e reilriction"of f to any orbit O(X) is constant. It follorvs
polynomials can 6e viewed as an algebra of
tfiat the subalsebia of all G-invariant 'Using
this geometric rnethod of orbits one
functions on tfie set of orbits of G.
can prove the following:
TITDORBM I.

91" ' '9o'
Now let or(X)
fohowing theorem:

91.

=

trace (Xs), 1 S s S u,

.Orr. MOI€OV€I. [Il€ UurJlrulrrtaro Yzi qtrs

the following recursive formula

then H. Weyl proved the

<i.i

-' "jr'g-:-5J-r. sn,

k 0'l'2""
(-l)k(f.+f;E**-=-. X ,(-l)tgioi-,-,'
' J'^ =

i+i=1

Classes

of

l,{eighred Synmetric Funct.
Tan Cao Tran
Loras College

lons

12

ABsrRAcE. This paper i6 a generalization of the classes of symnetrlc and symmetrically contlnuous functlons, and also a generaIization of the concept of kth Eynmetrlc dlfference 1n the 6ense
of Steln and Zygmund. Notzthat l'larshall Ash has generalized these
concepta 1n hi-s own way, but he focused on the Rlenann derivatlve.
lVe call a welght system of order n a set of real numbers
{ *-n1r' r ew-l rworwl r ". rwn}
ilgrr=
such that
and

-TIx=o

I"-"1

+1"'l)o'

The symnetrlc dlfference with respect to a weight eysten
W' of order n for an extended real function f(x) ie deflned as the
following expre66lon
-L :
l|ln

lf

tt x;rrrl. , h) = H*nr, x+kh/z) .
A funct'ion f(x) w111 be cal1ed symmetric with respect to

lrry Ar(x;wrr,h) = o.
We etudy p"li3"tr"" of functione eynmetric wlth respect to
a welght systen, and particularly, those of functlone symnetric
wlth reepect to an even or an odd weight systemr whlch can be d1scontlnuous only 1n a countable eet and whlch are .on"rqrlfitly in
Baire claee on€r Vtre also aee that the functlons symnetric with
respect to W' forn a llnear space V(Wn). The unlforn l1nlt of a
sequence ln V(utrr) belongs to V(Wn). I'loreover, 1f B(Wn) fs the subspace or v(lllln) consistlng of bounded. functlons, then B(rllrr) ie a
Banach 6pace with norm
t
sup lrc*t[ .
{i ll =

Graph Supplenents

Milan Randid
Drake University

Highly symmetrical graphs (vertex and
transitive graphs) can be
constructed by selected k graph generator"edge
fror
n symmecric permutation
matrices' rf we use the remaining (n-k) symmetric matrices
we obtain a graph
supplement G*' I{e will examine a number oi c""""
of
lcnoum graphs and rvill fincl
Lheir supplements and some of their properties.

